
#

55

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6020 238 4.59 1.57 30 1/8 9 1/8 34 1/2 6.5 3.97 124" 30

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Keying and Diagnosing Run vs. Pass, Man Coverage, Tackling at POA

WORST

ILB

A 4-3 bubble ILB that has the ability to play in the nickel package.  

2013 - Knee: Questionable but played week 5; Shoulder: Probable week 12, Questionable 

but played week 15; 2014 - No reported injuries; 2015 - Calf: Probable week 3; Left knee: 

Out week 15, Probable week 16, 17; 

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

3rd year LB who has started 42 of 47 career games including starting 14 of 15 games played in 2015, his first

season in Richard Smith’s 4-3 base defense where he was used primarily as a MLB seeing some time at OLB and

remained on the field in sub packages. Missed week 15 with an injury to his left knee which required it to be

drained and played through it week 16 and 17. Good height and solid weight with short arms and solid hand size

and possesses good athletic ability, quickness, agility, and balance as well as solid explosiveness. Uses good

mental processing to quickly read his run/pass key and diagnose the run or a RB screen passes and get in front

of the blocks being set up by the OL to reach the RB as the ball is getting to them to make plays. Does a solid job

at the POA, uses low leverage and solid play strength to hold his ground against adequate sized OL and lead FBs

and using his hands to stack and shed the blocker vs Base Runs and then set himself and drive through to make a

clean tackle on an Inside Run. When playing uncovered, utilizes a good, quick lateral move to avoid an attempted

Reach block by an OL and not allow himself to get sealed off and put himself in a position to make a tackle. Solid

in Zone coverage, drops while maintaining a good angular body position and reads the QB’s eyes while also

reading routes in his area of responsibility working from the deeper to shorter routes and is able to quickly

react to passes using good COD, quickness, and solid explosiveness to break back towards the receiver and limit

YAC. Good in Man coverage, uses good quickness to run with all TEs and RBs, will get his hands on solid sized

TEs in the middle of the field within 5 yards of the LOS to slow up their routes and allow him to maintain

closeness through the stem of their routes using quick route recognition and good quickness to reach and cover

RBs in the flat or on wheel routes on the outside and will physically body them up on angle routes in the middle

of the field to maintain closeness. Good competitive toughness, playing with an aggressive nature as he is always

around the ball at the end of a play, is not afraid to step up against anyone physically, especially when in the red

zone or backed up against the goal line. Adequate ability to shed OL when met at the POA and will get pushed

back despite playing with good, low leverage due to lack of play strength. Adequate versus the Outside Run,

adequate ability to take proper pursuit angles as he tries to use his quickness to run under blocks and will take

himself out of plays, adequate ability to resink his hips and tries to tackle high when in space and is easily

shrugged off by solid sized RBs or is easily evaded by a quick elusive move. In Zone coverage, adequate ability to

play with leverage against receivers and try to funnel them into coverage by other defenders and will bite on

play action fakes getting himself out of position in Zone coverage. Marginal ball skills, when breaking back to the

receiver, will only play the man and does not attempt to get his hands on the ball to try and disrupt the receiver

and does not attempt to strip the ball while tackling or if another teammate has slowed up the ball carrier.

Overall, a starting Inside Linebacker you can win with that is capable of playing the bubble. Uses his ability to

elude blockers at POA to get to the ball carrier and is able to handle both Man and Zone coverage in pass defense

due to mental processing and athletic ability. Struggles against the outside run, taking poor pursuit angles and

missing tackles when in space.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

47

Games Started

42

Games Won

Pursuit angles on Outside Runs, Tackling in Space, Ball Skills

PROJECTION A starting Inside Linebacker you can win with that is capable of playing the bubble. Uses his 

ability to elude blockers at POA to get to the ball carrier and is able to handle both Man and 

Zone coverage in pass defense due to mental processing and athletic ability. Struggles 

against the outside run, taking poor pursuit angles and missing tackles when in space. 

2015: vs. WAS 10/11, @ NO 10/15, vs. MIN 11/29, @ TB 12/6, @ CAR 12/14

17

Winning %

36%

Positions Started

INJURIES

2013 - Led team in tkls (127), T-6th in sk (2); 2014 - 5th in league and led team in tkls 

(143), T-1st in FF (2), T-3rd in sk (2); 2015 - led team in tkls (95), T-2nd in INTs (2), and FF 

(1)
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Pro Position(s)

ILB, OLB

DOB (Age)

5-1-1990 (26)
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Nuttle, Michael
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